
attractive, lightweight, and ergonomic  

with "“Easy-Handles"” 

  

ultra-sturdy: reinforced stops, floor, and 

plinths, stainless steel triple OT frame 

 

designed and optimised for transporting 

hanging meat 

 

3 body versions made for your business. 

REFRIGERATED ISOTHERMAL BODIES FOR    

VOLKSWAGEN UTILITY VEHICLES 



BASIC VEHICLE FOR CONVERSION 

Transporter T6 single chassis cab. 

Short or long wheelbase, 4x2 or 4Motion 

Recommended options: 

IS2 (electric and ECU interface) if refrigeration unit for Stop&Start compatibility. If vehicle more 

than 6 m overall: with LED side lights.  

If direct drive unit: 

2.0 TDI Euro 6 ; 84, 102, 150, 204 HP: without air conditioning; 4x4 compatible; DSG 

compatible. Stop&Start compatible if IS2. 

LAMBERET BODY & INSULATION 

NEW FRIGOLINE body, “Reinforced Insulation” quality, made up of panels with increased thickness 

85 mm in antibacterial-polyester-polyurethane gel-coat, fitted with aluminium inserts. Design 

according to HACCP specifications. 

4 int. heights (1.80/1.95/2.05/2.15 m), 2 usable widths (1.82/1.91) and 5 rear openings 

(OB1 – OB2 – OT2 – OT3 - OR) available.  

Standard: total 2-leaf rear opening OT2 on reinforced bolted frame, “Easy-handle” 1 movement 

handle, aluminium mouldings, LED interior lighting, non-skid floor with 1 outflow front right and 

aluminium plinths on 3 faces, retractable rear step. 

REFRIGERATION UNIT | CARRIER, THERMOKING, EDT, etc. 

Positive or negative refrigeration unit, Class A or C, placed on front face. 

Power and technology (generator or direct drive) customised depending on use 

Unit options: road/mains dual mode, unit cover paint, heating, temperature recorder, 

aerodynamic deflector. 

CONFIGURATIONS | CATERING, DISTRIBUTION, MEAT, SEAFOOD, HEALTH, etc. 

PRO PACK:  Reinforced floor + HD aluminium plinths + reinforced sealing corner stays for front 

plinths + triple thickness VHTS steel/aluminium/stainless steel frame + full-length and height sill 

protection + 2 stops on vertical uprights + 2 flush rear clearance light stops if the vehicle is 

equipped with them as an option. 

BEEF PACK:  With insulated steel roof inserts every 610 mm, suitable for attaching hangers.  

Hanging meat transport solution up to 3.5 T GVWR. 

PRO BEEF PACK: Combination of “PRO” and “BEEF” packs up to 7.5 T GVWR. 

 

OPTIONS: 

“Distribution” low floor with wheel housings. 

1 (OB1) or 2 (OB2) leaf swing rear access, integrated door locks. Total 3-leaf rear opening (OT3) 

on reinforced bolted frame, 1.91 and 2.06 wide. Side swing (900xhi) or sliding (900x1930) door. 

Partition, adjustable, height-adjustable shelves, rails, beams, Interinox, meat hangers (on BEEF), 

seafood sill, tailgate. 

LAMBERET SAS | Leader in refrigerated utility and industrial vehicles in Europe. 

129 route de Vonnas - BP 43 - 01380 Saint-Cyr/Menthon – France | +33 (0)3 85 30 85 30 | communication@lamberet.fr  

This body is intended for transport under 

controlled temperature, in compliance with the 

ATP regulations in force. 

Example DIMENSIONS en mm: other dimensions available, consult us Short wheelbase 3000 Long wheelbase 3400 

Body length  2650 3050 

Overall length 5254 5654 

Overall width 1995/2090 1995/2090 

Overall height 2705 2705 

Usable length 2480 2880 

Usable width 1820/1910 1820/1910 

Usable height 1800 1800 

Extension/recess 100/50 100/50 

Sill height 820 820 

Volume (m³) 8.1/8.5 9.4/10 

Insulation weight (kg, example, excluding unit and options) 460/480 530/550 


